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p
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Searches for charginos and neutralinos produced in e+e  collisions at centre-of-
mass energies of 130 and 136 GeV have been performed under the assumptions that
R-parity is not conserved, that the dominant R-parity violating coupling involves
only leptonic elds, and that the lifetime of the lightest supersymmetric particle
can be neglected. In the 5.7 pb 1 data sample collected by ALEPH, no candidate
events were found. As a result, chargino and neutralino masses and couplings are
constrained and the domains previously excluded at LEP1 are extended.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction
With the increase of the LEP energy up to 136 GeV achieved during the autumn of
1995, a new domain was opened to the search for new particles in e+e  collisions. In
particular, searches for supersymmetric particles [1] have been reported by ALEPH [2]
and other LEP collaborations [3]. These studies were all performed under the assumption
that R-parity is conserved. R-parity [4] is a multiplicative quantum number dened as
RP = ( 1)3B+L+2S, where B and L are the baryonic and leptonic numbers, and S is the
spin. It takes the value +1 for all standard particles and  1 for their supersymmetric
partners. The main consequence of R-parity conservation is the stability of the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP).
Searches for supersymmetric particles in Z decays were also performed by ALEPH [5]
in the case of R-parity non-conservation. More specically, it was assumed that R-parity
is violated by a lepton number non-conserving coupling, i.e. via a ijkLiLjEck term in the
superpotential [6], where i, j and k are generation indices. The lightest neutralino, ,


















In addition, the ijk coupling was assumed to be large enough to allow the  lifetime to
be neglected.
In this letter, the search for charginos and neutralinos with R-parity violation is
extended, under the same assumptions, using the data samples of 2.8 and 2.9 pb 1
collected by ALEPH at centre-of-mass energies of 130 and 136 GeV, respectively. In
these samples, a total of 1644 hadronic events from e+e  annilhilation were selected [7],
of which more than one half is due to radiative returns to the Z. A thorough description
of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. [8], and an account of its performance as
well as a description of the standard analysis algorithms in Ref. [9].
Charginos are pair produced in e+e  collisions with typical cross sections of several
picobarns at 130 { 136 GeV. Each chargino decays into f f 0, where f and f 0 belong to
the same weak isodoublet (e.g. e e or u d). Both charginos may decay into `, or one
may decay into +hadrons instead, or both may decay into +hadrons; in the following,
these cases are referred to as \leptonic, mixed and hadronic modes", respectively. Each 
then decays into `+`  with R-parity violation. The topologies arising from chargino pair
production depend both on the chargino decay modes and on the  mass. As shown in
Fig. 1, four analyses were designed to select these topologies: one for the leptonic mode;
one for both the mixed and hadronic modes in the case of a large  mass; and, for low
 masses, one for the mixed mode and another one for the hadronic mode. The results
obtained could be aected by competing direct R-parity violating chargino decays, such







k ; this issue is addressed at the end of this letter.
Neutralino production in e+e  collisions also occurs with cross-sections reaching
several picobarns at 130 { 136 GeV in regions of the parameter space where the lightest
neutralino is predominantly higgsino-like. (In the minimal supersymmetric extension of








large χ mass small χ mass
Figure 1: Chargino signal topologies as a function of the mass and of the chargino decay
modes. Leptons are indicated by thick lines and neutrinos by dashed lines. The frames
correspond to the four analyses performed to select these six topologies.
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In contrast to the case of R-parity conservation, the R-parity violating ! `+`  decay
renders visible the nal state resulting from  pair production. The topology which is to
be selected consists of four leptons with some missing energy.
In the following, all eciencies are given for the pair production of 65 GeV/c2 mass
charginos or neutralinos. Two extreme choices can be made for the (i; j; k) triplet: (1; 2; 2),
in which case the  decays into  or e; or (1; 3; 3), in which case the  decays into
 or e. These congurations lead to the largest and smallest selection eciencies.
Conservatively, all results are given in the worst case, i.e. for a 133 coupling.
To design the selection criteria and to evaluate their eciencies, the Monte Carlo
program used to generate the chargino and neutralino signals was SUSYGEN [10],
supplemented with a specic program [11] for the nal state LSP decays. For all standard
processes, Monte Carlo samples corresponding to an integrated luminosity at least three
times as large as that of the data have been fully simulated. These standard backgrounds
are the following: the annihilation processes e+e  ! f f , the two photon scattering
processes  ! f f , and the four fermion nal states coming from the reactions e+e  !
ZZ, Z or , e+e  ! Zee or ee, e+e  !We and e+e  !WW. All these processes
have been generated with the PYTHIA package [12], except for  scattering where the
PHOT02 [13] program has been used.
2 Event selections
In the following, the same naming conventions as in Ref. [5] are used. In particular, the
total, charged, photonic and neutral-hadronic energies refer to the energies carried by all
reconstructed particles, by all charged particle tracks, by all photons and by all neutral
hadrons (neutrons, K0Ls), respectively. The term \lepton" designates an electron or a
muon, identied with the algorithms described in Ref. [9], but not a tau. The energy
carried by the leptons is called \leptonic", and that carried by all the other particles
\non-leptonic". Event hemispheres are dened by a plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. The acoplanarity is the angle between the projections of the hemisphere momenta
onto a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The transverse momentum designates the
component of the total momentum transverse to the beam axis. Jets are reconstructed
with the JADE algorithm [14], using charged and neutral particles. When the motivations
for selection criteria are identical to those detailed in Ref. [5], they are not repeated here.
2.1 Charginos in the leptonic mode
At least ve tracks, and not more than ten, are required. The visible mass must be in the
range 20 to 90 GeV/c2. The thrust must be smaller than 0.9. The transverse momentum
has to exceed 5 GeV/c. At this level, 19 events are selected in the data while 17.5 are
expected (mostly from e+e  ! qq and  ! qq). Requiring at least two leptons, no
events survive in the data. The small amount of expected background still remaining is
eliminated by the requirements that the non-leptonic energy should not exceed 65 GeV
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and that the neutral hadronic energy should be smaller than 10 GeV. For  masses of 60
and 5 GeV/c2 the selection eciencies are 78 and 79%, respectively.
2.2 Charginos in the mixed and hadronic modes for large 
masses
At least ve tracks are required. The visible mass must be in the range 20 to 100 GeV/c2.
The thrust must be smaller than 0.9. The angle between the thrust axis and the beam
axis has to exceed 12. The transverse momentum has to be larger than 7 GeV/c. The
acoplanarity is required to be smaller than 175. There must be at least one lepton
and the neutral hadronic energy must not exceed 8 GeV. At this level, ve events are
selected in the data while 5.9 are expected, mostly from e+e  ! qq. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, requiring that the non-leptonic energy be smaller than 50 GeV removes all data
events. The remaining expected background is eliminated by the requirement that the
longitudinal momentum be smaller than 25 GeV/c. The eciencies are 60% in the mixed
mode and 56% in the hadronic mode, for a  mass of 60 GeV/c2.
2.3 Charginos in the mixed and hadronic modes for low 
masses
At least ve tracks are required, of which at least one must be a lepton. The transverse
momentum has to be larger than 7 GeV/c. The other selection criteria are dierent for
the mixed and hadronic modes.
For the mixed mode topology, the following requirements have to be fullled. The
visible mass must be in the range 40 to 115 GeV/c2. The thrust must be smaller than
0.9. The acoplanarity must be smaller than 175. The longitudinal momentum must
be smaller than 30 GeV/c, the neutral hadronic energy smaller than 20 GeV and the
non-leptonic energy smaller than 90 GeV.
For the hadronic mode topology, the previous selection cannot be used because the
hadronic energy as well as the visible mass are larger. Instead, it is required that the
thrust be smaller than 0.85, the visible mass between 70 and 125 GeV/c2, the longitudinal
momentum smaller than 15 GeV/c and the leptonic energy larger than 6 GeV.
After these cuts, nine events are found in the data by the mixed mode selection and
ten by the hadronic one, to be compared to expectations of 6.0 and 7.7 events, mostly
from e+e  ! qq. In order to discriminate the signals against the remaining background,
jets are reconstructed with a ycut value of 0.0035 corresponding to an invariant mass of
8 GeV/c2. In Fig. 3, the number of reconstructed jets is shown as a function of the
smallest of the jet charged multiplicities. For the mixed mode topology, at least four jets
are required, and the smallest jet multiplicity must be 1, 2 or 3. For the hadronic mode
topology, at least ve jets are required, and the smallest jet multiplicity must not be zero.
These cuts, designed to eliminate the remaining background, retain no events in the data.
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Figure 2: The non-leptonic energy ENON-LEP for the background with an absolute
normalization, for the data, and for a 65 GeV/c2 mass chargino, with an arbitrary
normalization, in the mixed and hadronic modes. The  mass is 60 GeV/c2, and the
R-parity violating coupling is 133. The cut location is indicated by an arrow.
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The selection eciencies are 64% and 46% in the mixed and hadronic modes, repectively,
for a  mass of 5 GeV/c2.
2.4 Neutralino pairs
To select  pairs, the following criteria are applied. The number of tracks must be
at least four and not larger than eight, and the charged energy has to exceed 10 GeV.
The visible mass must be in the range 15 to 95 GeV/c2. The transverse momentum is
required to exceed 7 GeV/c. At this level, 39 events are selected in the data while 30.5
are expected. Jets are reconstructed with a ycut value of 0.00017 corresponding to the
 mass. The number of jets is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the smallest of the jet
charged multiplicities. The number of jets is required to be equal to four, and the smallest
jet multiplicity must not be zero. To allow for hard nal state radiation, events with ve
jets are also accepted if one and only one of these jets has zero multiplicity. Finally, a
minimum of one lepton is required. These cuts eliminate the remaining background and
select no events in the data. The selection eciency is 61%.
3 Results
Although each set of selection criteria was designed in view of a specic channel and
for some specic  mass range, most of these searches have a non-negligible eciency
for other channels and/or mass ranges. Therefore, for all the nal states considered, the
search eciencies have been evaluated using the combination of all the selections described
in Section 2. The improvement achieved this way can be seen in Table 1. Here, the R-
parity violating coupling is 133, leading to the lowest eciencies. If a 122 coupling is
considered instead, the combined eciencies become 88%, 91% and 84% in the leptonic,
mixed and hadronic modes, respectively, for a 60 GeV/c2  mass. Altogether, less than
half an event is expected from the various background processes. No events were selected
in the data.
In the MSSM, the masses and couplings of the charginos and neutralinos depend on
three parameters: m~, the gaugino mass term associated with the photino eld; , a Higgs
mixing supersymmetric mass term; and tan, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs doublets. The production cross-sections and decay branching ratios also
have some dependence on the various slepton masses. The results displayed in Fig. 5 were
obtained assuming all sleptons to be substantially heavier than the weak gauge bosons.
The shaded region is the domain excluded by an analysis of the whole data
sample collected by ALEPH at and around the Z peak from 1989 to 1995.
This result updates Fig. 7 of Ref. [5] which had been obtained1 with the 1989-
1993 data. The domain excluded by the chargino searches at 130 { 136 GeV
1In Fig. 7 of Ref. [5], an error had been made in the determination of the black area showing the
domain excluded by the search for Z ! . The equivalent limit shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [5] is however
correct.
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Figure 3: Number of jets vs. the smallest of the jet charged multiplicities for the mixed
mode (left) and for the hadronic mode (right), for the data, the background, and a
65 GeV/c2 mass chargino. The  mass is 5 GeV/c2, and the R-parity violating coupling
is 133. The cuts are indicated by dashed lines.
7
Figure 4: Number of jets vs. the smallest of the jet charged multiplicities for the data,
the background, and the signal for m = 65 GeV/c2. The R-parity violating coupling is
133. The cuts are indicated by dashed lines.
is limited by thick continuous lines, corresponding in practice to the kinematic
limit of a 68 GeV/c2 chargino mass. The extension brought by the search for
neutralinos is limited by thick dashed lines. Although dedicated searches for
neutralino nal states other than , such as 0, have not been performed, the
combination of selections has been applied to these channels with substantial eciency
(e.g. 66% for m = 45 GeV/c2 and m0 = 80 GeV/c2).
In contrast to the case where R-parity is conserved, the extension of the domain
excluded at LEP1 brought by the chargino and neutralino searches at 130 { 136 GeV
is very modest in the higgsino region (m~=mZ > 0:8). This is because the luminosity
accumulated at LEP1 has been sucient to reach the kinematic limit in this region for
Z! , a nal state which is visible only when R-parity is violated. On the other hand,
the extension brought in the gaugino region (m~=mZ < 0:4 and =mZ <  0:5) by the
chargino searches at 130 { 136 GeV is quite substantial for low values of tan . For values of










Figure 5: Domains in the MSSM (m~=mZ , =mZ) plane excluded at 95% C.L. at LEP1
(shaded), by the chargino search at 130 { 136 GeV (heavy solid line) and by the neutralino
search at 130 { 136 GeV (dashed line), for two values of tan.
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Channel m Specic Combined
60 78 86
LEPTONIC 5 79 87
60 60 83
MIXED 5 64 71
60 56 77
HADRONIC 5 46 50
 65 61 73
Table 1: Eciency values, in percent, for the four nal states considered and for various
 masses, for the specic and combined selections. For the leptonic, mixed, and hadronic
mode selections, the chargino mass is 65 GeV/c2. The R-parity violating coupling is 133.
with the kinematic limit for Z! . For light sneutrinos, destructive interference aects
the chargino pair production cross-section, reducing the chargino mass limit to 65 GeV/c2
in the worst case.
As mentioned in the introduction, these results could be invalidated if direct R-parity
violating chargino decays had sizeable branching ratios [15]. The nal states resulting
from chargino pair production could then consist of six leptons, of four leptons and two
neutrinos, or of two leptons and four neutrinos. While the two latter topologies have been
analysed here and in Ref. [2], the six lepton nal state has not been investigated. In the
gaugino region however, direct R-parity violating decays contribute only at the percent
level when the low energy constraints on R-parity violating couplings are imposed [16]. In
the higgsino region, these branching ratios are somewhat larger although not dominant,
but there the main constraint comes from neutralino production. Therefore, the results
shown in Fig. 5 are unaected.
4 Conclusions
In a data sample of 5.7 pb 1 collected by the ALEPH detector at LEP at centre-of-mass
energies of 130 and 136 GeV, searches for charginos and neutralinos have been performed
under the assumption that R-parity is not conserved. It was assumed that the dominant
R-parity violating coupling is of the ijkLiLj Ek type, that the lightest neutralino is the
LSP and that its lifetime can be neglected. No candidate events were found, which
excludes charginos up to the kinematic limit of 68 GeV/c2 (for heavy sneutrinos) and
restricts the allowed domain in the MSSM parameter space as shown in Fig. 5.
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